Realize the Cost-Saving Benefits
of an HCM Solution
Why workforce automation
is a smart investment for today’s retailers

Think you can’t afford to deploy an integrated human capital management (HCM) solution?
Chances are, you can’t afford not to.
Confronted with razor-thin margins, e-commerce threats, and high employee turnover, today’s retailers are
focused on driving sales and controlling operating expenses. To stay competitive and profitable, you need to
deliver a great customer experience while making the most of every labor dollar spent. This requires an
innovative approach to HCM.
Let’s examine how an automated HCM solution can help your organization reduce costs, improve sales,
minimize compliance risk, and drive employee engagement for better business outcomes.
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An automated
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can help.
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Employee satisfaction and ENGAGEMENT

Onboarding PRODUCTIVITY10

Kronos® HCM solutions provide automated tools and real-time visibility to help you control labor costs and
engage your entire workforce — salaried, hourly, full-time, and part-time employees alike — across all
retail locations. Plus, our integrated platform streamlines complex tasks and simplifies decision making
to increase efficiencies and drive ongoing value.

Invest in HCM technology that delivers big returns.
Contact Kronos at +1 800 225 1561 or visit www.kronos.com/retail for more information.
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